
“Made from France’s natural resources”





MADE FROM FRANCE’S NATURAL 
RESOURCES

 
 
Our brand came into being in Beauvais with our 
expertise originating from our production workshop 
set up in 1845. Close to 2 centuries’ experience, 
adapted and improved over the years to culminate 
in timeless products. Quality is a struggle to overcome 
obsolescence - these objects stem from a virtuous 
circuit, designed to accompany daily beauty routines.

1845 is a complete hairbrush that respects nature, 
the hair and skin.

All our handles are made of French red beech. The 
bristles are goat or a hog/nylon mix.

Efficiency, softness and respect: 1845 is made from 
France’s natural resources to take the utmost care 
of your hair.
 
 
 

                  

Packaging printed with vegetable inks.





BEARD BRUSH
 

 
Hog and nylon bristles.
Ideal for brushing and taming beards, eliminating 
any residue and, at the same time, gently 
removing any tangles without harming the skin.



BABY BRUSH
 

 
Goat bristles.
Perfectly tailored to the soft fine hair of infants, these 
soft goat bristles do not damage baby’s scalp.
The brush is so soft that it can also be used for 
massaging a baby with colic for a relaxing effect.



ROUND BRUSH
 

 
Hog and nylon bristles.
With its medium diameter, it is perfect for 
brushing short or shoulder-length hair or to 
give greater volume to long hair.



A mix of hog bristles -  to distribute 
the sebum along the length of the 
hair - and nylon to remove tangles 
efficiently, in depth:  3 formats for 
every need.



HANDBAG BRUSH
 

 
Easy to slip into your handbag due to its 
miniature size. It is recommended for straight 
or wavy hair.



MEDIUM MODEL BRUSH
 

 
Recommended for smoothing down long, 
shoulder-length, straight or wavy hair, as well 
as short thick hair, and for removing tangles. 



LARGE MODEL BRUSH
 

 
For long, shoulder-length, straight or wavy hair: 
the nylon removes tangles in depth and adds 
volume, while the hog bristles condition the hair 
by distributing the sebum and making it shine.



1 . BEARD BRUSH

CODE SIZE BRISTLES

3700376705376 73 X 41 MM HOG - NYLON

4. HANDBAG BRUSH

CODE SIZE BRISTLES

3700376705307 150 X 41 MM HOG - NYLON

2. BABY BRUSH

CODE SIZE BRISTLES

3700376705284 150 X 41 MM GOAT

5. MEDIUM MODEL BRUSH

CODE SIZE BRISTLES

3700376705314 185 X 43 MM HOG - NYLON

3. ROUND BRUSH

CODE SIZE BRISTLES

3700376705406 225 MM - Ø20MM HOG - NYLON

6. LARGE MODEL BRUSH

CODE SIZE BRISTLES

3700376705345 235 MM X 72 MM HOG - NYLON

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

Special brushes

Detangling brushes



CONTACT

Olivier Remoissonnet
Directeur Général

Tel : 03 75 150 110

 

info@labrosseriefrancaise.net

 
1845, une marque de La Brosserie Française

66, rue du Pont d’Arcole
60 000 BEAUVAIS
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